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PRINCETON MORTGAGE RECEIVES FASTEST GROWING COMPANIES AWARD

Pennington, New Jersey – August 8, 2019 – Princeton Mortgage, a 36-year-old mortgage banker, 
announced today that it has been named as one of GrowJo’s Fastest Growing Companies in Finance for 
2019.   

Growjo, the leader in identifying the list of the top growing companies in the world, honored Princeton 
Mortgage with this award based on multiple key growth metrics. The growth metrics factored in 
included hiring trends, funding and financial data, web traffic, brand awareness growth, and more.

“We started Growjo because we wanted to recognize companies that were truly dedicated toward 
growth. Companies that were poised to making moves in their respective industries,” explains Tom 
Blue, CEO of Growjo. “We are excited to award these companies and keep an eye on how they 
continue to succeed in the foreseeable future.”

The award comes at a time when Princeton Mortgage is experiencing advancements in multiple areas 
that made it a favorable choice for the award. Most relevant of which include ranking in the top 1% for 
customer satisfaction based on Net Promoter Scores and sustaining 10x growth since 2018. Adding to 
that, Princeton Mortgage just experienced its largest month of funding in the company’s history for the 
month of July 2019.

“One of the things our team set out to do at Princeton Mortgage is win with a focus on Customer 
Satisfaction. The team’s diligence paired with recent achievements are proof that we’re onto something 
here,” said Rich Weidel, CEO of Princeton Mortgage. “I am deeply thankful to everyone who is part of 
the journey at Princeton Mortgage. It's awesome what a group of amazing people can do together.”

Anticipating regular growth and success, Princeton Mortgage will continue to add to their sales team 
throughout 2019 and for the foreseeable future. Adding Mortgage Loan Originators and support team 
members in the states the company is licensed to contribute to its sustainable growth. The company’s 
chief goal is to close 50,000 loans every year by 2028.

### 

Princeton Mortgage – Founded in 1983, Princeton Mortgage is a licensed mortgage banker and is backed 
by a 100+ year old multi-faceted real estate brokerage, investment and insurance company. We are 
positioned as a well-capitalized banker, ranked in the top 1% for customer satisfaction in the nation, debt 
free and creating dynamic new opportunities within our industry. Our mission is to help people thrive, 
and we do that by delivering The Effortless Mortgage™. We do what we say we’re going to do and back 
it up with The Princeton Promise: if you’re not happy with your experience, get $1,000 back at closing. 
No strings attached.   

Growjo - The leader in identifying the list of the top growing companies in the world, utilizes more than 
20 unique growth indicators to assimilate the Growjo 10000 every month. Growjo recognizes the top 
growing companies for their accomplishments through the algorithm-based list ranking, and offers the 
list to anyone interested in an easily formatted and free downloadable format. If you are interested in 
learning more about Growjo and how you can subscribe to updates and download the free list, visit 
Growjo.com. 
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